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Executive summary
The Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP) is working in
collaboration with the Bass Coast Shire Council and the Bunurong Land Council, to declare the
Bass Coast as a Distinctive Area and Landscape (DAL) under the Planning and Environment
Act 1987.
The Bass Coast includes a number of state and national significant areas including Phillip Island
and the Bunurong Coastal Park and attracts a large number of visitors who come to enjoy its
beauty, nature and surrounds. The Shire is also experiencing significant development pressures
and there is strong community sentiment that township growth should be managed.
Following a declaration, a Statement of Planning Policy will be developed to better protect the
Bass Coast area’s unique landscapes, environment, and lifestyle.
This report presents a summary of the key findings from the first phase of engagement for the
Bass Coast DAL. The engagement started on 10 July 2019 and finished on 12 August 2019.
The engagement process sought to reach a broad range of residents and stakeholders from
across the Bass Coast, to communicate that DELWP was beginning the process for the Bass
Coast DAL declaration. The engagement sought feedback from the community on what was
most valued about the Bass Coast, and their vision for the future of the area. The process was
designed and delivered by Capire Consulting Group (Capire) and supported by DELWP.
The purpose of engagement was to input into Stage One of the project, including informing the
declaration of Bass Coast as a DAL, and to shape a 50 year vision for the region. Additional
consultation will be undertaken in Stage Two and Stage Three of the project and will provide
guidance for the Statement of Planning Policy.
During the engagement, approximately 2,118 people were reached by the project either online
or through participation in face-to-face engagement activities.
The participants were asked to consider what they valued most about the Bass Coast, the
threats to these values, and how these values can be protected. Participants were asked to
explore five key themes: natural environments, landscapes and scenic views, culture and
heritage, townships and settlements, and areas of economic prosperity. All online and face-toface engagement feedback was consolidated, and comments were analysed into themes.
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Values
Across the five themes, the most frequently identified values were:

Beaches: coastal walks, cliff
faces and coastline, rocky
foreshore, sand dunes, rock
ledges with rock pools

Natural landscapes: beaches,
rock platforms, formations e.g.
Eagle’s Nest, connection to cliff
faces, views of beaches
connecting farmlands, rural
landscapes and rolling hills

Aboriginal heritage and history:
culturally significant sacred sites
to the Bunurong people, middens
and artefacts, burial sites and
scar trees

Tourism: keeping young
people in the townships and
having environmentally
considered, sustainable and
appropriate tourism

Township character: small size,
relaxed and village feel, easy
access to open space, amenity
and facilities

Threats
Across the five themes, when participants were asked to identify the threats to what they value,
they most frequently noted:

Overdevelopment:
inappropriate housing
subdivisions, small blocks of
land. New developments
approved effecting
overcrowding of natural space

Buildings as a ‘visual intrusion’
on landscape, large scale, highrise residential, resorts,
developments for visitors, close
to the foreshore creating loss of
vegetation and biodiversity

The removal of trees, extending
housing outside existing town
boundaries, and loss of character
and identity

Development threatening sites of
Aboriginal, European historical value,
leading to demolition of historic
buildings, destruction of sacred sites.
Site clearing increases exposure/
erosion of sacred sites

Inadequate infrastructure for
growth in tourism & permanent
residents

4
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Protection
Across the five themes, when participants were asked how their values should be protected,
they most frequently noted:

Protecting habitats: planting more
native vegetation, undertaking
urgent remedial work to impede
coastal erosion, protecting
foreshore, wetlands, forest from
disruption due to development
and over visitation

Planning mechanisms:
maintaining zoning, having
strict settlement boundaries to
protect valued farmland, green
wedges and valued views

Planning mechanisms: better
planning and heritage controls,
definition of specific township
character, retaining existing
township boundaries and height
restrictions

Increased education, for tourists
and locals, to protect cultural and
heritage sites, more research of
significant sites, more information
to the public, and education of
history in schools

Protecting agricultural, farming
land: Figure

20rural zone

controls, housing developments
only in designated growth
areas, keeping townships
‘country feel’, small scale,
sensitive, height limits

Visioning
Participants were asked to envision what they want the Bass Coast lifestyle to be like in 2070.
Overall, responses to the visioning question were reflective of the identified key areas of value.
Key themes included:

5
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Natural environment: vegetation,
wildlife, and marine environment and
life

Farmland and food production, the
countryside, or rural landscapes

Economic sustainability, keeping the
area exactly as it is now, any growth or
development should be mindful of
environmental sustainability

Townships maintaining strong connection
to the coastline, bushland and rural
landscapes

Community: friendliness of communities
within towns, retaining connection to
the Bass Coast and a shared
connection to the land

A recommendation regarding declaration of the Bass Coast as a Distinctive Area and
Landscape is expected in the second half of 2019. Following declaration, a second phase of
engagement will be undertaken to test potential policy directions and help to inform the
development of the Statement of Planning Policy. A third phase of engagement will then be
undertaken with submissions sought on the draft Statement of Planning Policy. The final
Statement of Planning Policy is expected in mid-2020.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Project background
The Bass Coast Shire includes a number of state and national significant areas including Phillip
Island and the Bunurong Coastal Park and attracts a large number of visitors who come to
enjoy its beauty, nature and surrounds. The Shire is also experiencing significant development
pressures and there is strong community sentiment that township growth should be managed.
In 2018, the Victorian Government passed the Planning and Environment Amendment
(Distinctive Areas and Landscapes) Act 2018. This legislation enables the government to
recognise, declare and protect Victoria’s distinctive areas and landscapes (DAL), subject to
meeting defined criteria. This legislation aims to achieve better coordinated decision-making by
government agencies, local councils and other key stakeholders.
Once an area is declared, a partnership approach is taken to preparing a Statement of Planning
Policy with the contribution of Traditional Owners, local council and the community. The policy
must include a long-term vision, set the objectives of the vision, and define strategies for how it
is to be achieved. A strategic framework plan is also developed to guide the future land use and
development in declared areas and may include long-term settlement boundaries to prevent
encroachment into valued landscapes.
Bass Coast is one of three coastal areas in Victoria that the Victorian Government has
announced its intention to declare as a distinctive area and landscape.
An overview of the engagement program is outlined in Figure 1 Error! Reference source not
found.Error! Reference source not found.and a map of the Bass Coast DAL study area is
provided in Figure 2.
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Project
commencement
(May 2019)

Phase 1
Public Engagement
Understanding the
values the community
want to protect

Declaration of Bass
Coast as a DAL
(late 2019)

(10 July to 12 August
2019)

Final Statement of
Planning Policy
(late 2020)

Phase 3
Public Engagement

Phase 2
Public Engagement

Consultation on draft
Statement of Planning
Policy (public
submissions process)

Development of the
Statement of Planning
Policy

(mid 2020)
Figure 1: Bass Coast DAL project timeline
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Figure 2: Bass Coast DAL study area

1.2 Purpose of this report
This report provides a summary of the views of the community and stakeholders gathered in
person and online between 10 July and 12 August 2019. The analysis has been structured
around:

9

•

a vision for the future of the Bass Coast

•

what is valued, considered a threat and ideas to protect locally in relation to:
o

natural environments

o

landscapes and scenic views

o

cultural and heritage

o

townships

o

economic areas.
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2 Engagement approach
2.1 Objectives
The engagement to support the development of the Bass Coast DAL aimed to achieve the
following objectives.
•

To inform stakeholders and the community about the program for declaring the Bass
Coast a DAL, preparation of a Statement of Planning Policy (SPP) and Framework
Plan.

•

To inform stakeholders and the community about the work that has been undertaken to
date.

•

To inform stakeholders and the community about future opportunities to be involved
with the project and what will be considered through future engagement.

•

To provide the community and stakeholders with engagement opportunities that are
easy to access, understand, and take part in.

•

To obtain meaningful community and stakeholder input into the SPP process and longterm vision for the area.

•

To identify significant local values and understand the threats to what is valued.

10
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2.2 Engagement activities
Engagement activities were undertaken between 10 July and 12 August 2019. These included
promotion activities, open house sessions and an online survey and mapping tool.
Communication and promotion
Engagement promotion was undertaken by DELWP. All promotional activities are summarised
in Table 1 below.
Table 1: Promotional activities undertaken
Promotion type

Date and reach

Public announcement of program and launch
of Engage Vic site

10 June 2019

Launch of online mapping and comment tool

10 July 2019

Distribution of flyers and postcards in local
businesses across all Bass Coast townships

13-14 July 2019

Classified advertisement in the South
Gippsland Sentinel Times and Phillip Island
Advertiser

23-24 July

Social media promotion via DELWP and
Bass Coast Shire Council

Mid July – early August

Local promotion
The open house sessions and online engagement were promoted through distribution of post
cards and fact sheets at key locations throughout the Bass Coast including Cowes, Corinella,
Coronet Bay, Grantville and Wonthaggi, Inverloch, Cape Paterson, San Remo and Kilcunda.
Flyers with the open house dates and locations and a postcard, with the website for the
engagement, were handed out to encourage people to spread the word to their friends, family
and neighbours. The times and locations for pop up promotion is outlined in

11
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Table 2.
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Table 2: Pop-ups
Location

Date

Time

Cowes Island Craft Market

13 July 2019

9-11am

Corinella Community Market

13 July 2019

11.30am-12.30pm

Wonthaggi Activity Centre Strategy Open House

13 July 2019

1-3pm

Inverloch main street

14 July 2019

9-11am

Open houses
Five, two-hour open house sessions provided participants with opportunity to read about the
project with a series of information stations and to speak with members of the project team.
Participants were invited to complete questions at activity stations about what they value, see
as a threat, and ideas for protection. Participants were also asked to share their future
aspirations for the Bass Coast. A space was provided for comments about anything that had
been missed.
The times and locations open houses outlined in Table 3.
Table 3: Open House times and locations
Corinella & District Community Centre

Inverloch Community Hub

48 Smythe Street Corinella

16 A'Beckett Street, Inverloch

Tuesday 23 July, 5.30pm - 7.30pm

Wednesday 24 July, 11am - 1pm

San Remo Recreation Centre

Cowes Heritage Centre

1A Wynne Road, San Remo

89 Thompson Avenue, Cowes

Thursday 25 July, 11am - 1pm

Thursday 25 July, 5.30pm - 7.30pm

Wonthaggi Workmens Club
65-75 Graham Street, Wonthaggi
Saturday 27 July, 12pm - 2pm

Online engagement
Online engagement was hosted on the Victorian Government engagement platform
engage.vic.gov.au with a specific page, survey and mapping tool dedicated to the Bass Coast
DAL. The online survey provided the same opportunity to input as the open house activities.
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2.3 Engagement limitations
Outlined below are the limitations of the engagement process.
•

There were high levels of participation in the engagement process from community
members and stakeholders representing a range of different interests and locations.
This provides a high level of confidence in the representativeness of issues covered,
however this cannot be considered a statistically valid sample.

•

Some information included in this report may be factually incorrect or unfeasible. The
information has not been validated as it is purely a summary of participants' opinions,
ideas and feedback.

•

Some participants raised concerns that were outside the scope of the discussions.
These points have been noted but may be out of scope for consideration.

•

The report presents the key points of discussion and includes a broad range of
feedback expressed by participants. It provides an overview of participant sentiment but
does not report on the sentiment of individual participants.

•

Participants may have participated in engagement activities through more than one
channel, on more than one occasion. Reporting refers to the number of responses or
the number of comments received rather than the number of participants.

•

In some instances, participants did not answer all questions, this meant that some
questions received fewer responses than others.

•

There were some instances where participants made comments in relation to specific
locations and others made comments that related to the Bass Coast as a whole. Some
participants attended a face to face engagement activity in a particular location but
made comments in relation to other locations throughout the study area. It was not
always clear if some comments related to a specific location or applied to more than
one location.
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3 Participation
An overview of the overall levels of participation is outlined in Figure 3:

222

1001

1,896

217

20

FACE-TO-FACE
Participants

PINS MAPPED
Face-to-face and online

VISITORS
to the webpage

ONLINE SURVEYS

WRITTEN
SUBMISSIONS

Figure 3: Overview of engagement participation
Five open house sessions were held to engage with communities in Bass Coast about the
declaration of the area as a DAL. All engagement activities were replicated online. Table 4
provides an overview of the number of participants for each engagement activity.
Table 4: Summary of who we heard from during the engagement
Engagement activity

Participation

Community open houses

−

5 open house sessions

−

222 people signed-in1

−

633 comments mapped

−

1,896 visitors online

−

217 online surveys

−

368 comments mapped online by 95 contributors

Online

1

Actual attendance exceeded sign-ins, as not all participants signed in at events.
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3.1 Face-to-face
A total of 222 people signed in at an open house event. The break-down of attendees at each
event is outlined in Table 5.
Table 5: Number of attendees at each engagement event
Corinella, 23 July 2019

San Remo, 25 July 2019

33 participants

54 participants

Inverloch, 24 July 2019

Wonthaggi, 27 July 2019

57 participants

34 participants

Cowes, 25 July 2019
44 participants

Figure 4: Engagement participation online (survey responses to the question ‘which Bass Coast
town do you most associate with?’) and face-to-face (by open house location)
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3.2 Online
Overall, there was a high level of engagement online through both the online survey, through
visiting a dedicated Engage Vic web page, and through dropping pins onto an online map.
Online participants were asked to indicate their connection to the Bass Coast (see Figure 5) and
were welcomed to select more than one field.

Tourist

7

Other

10

Local business owner/operator

28

Work on the Bass Coast

30

Recreation

41

Volunteer

48

Secondary residence

65

Primary residence

138
0

20

40

60

80

Figure 5: Online participants’ connections to Bass Coast (n=367)
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4 Engagement findings
Participants provided feedback in relation to what they value in Bass Coast, the threats to what
is valued, and how those values can be protected. The feedback was collected through: written
responses on coloured coded cards at open house events, via an online survey, and through
pins dropped onto an online mapping tool. This section provides a summary of the findings
related to five key themes:
1. Natural environments
2. Landscapes and scenic views
3. Culture and heritage values
4. Townships
5. Economic areas.
Please note that this section indicates numbers to show how many comments mentioned a
particular value or theme; the number of comments does not represent the number of
participants. Some comments may have been reflected under more than one theme, and some
participants may have made multiple comments through various engagement channels. The
graphs in sections 5.1 to 5.5 show the comments that were mentioned ten times or more under
each key theme.
The qualitative sections preceding the graphs provide an overview of participants comments,
focusing on the themes that received the most feedback with quotes to illustrate sentiment.
Through the analysis some comments were counted more than once as they sometimes
covered more than one characteristic. For example, one unique response may have discussed
two or more distinct ideas or suggestions. This explains why some of the graphs total more than
the total number of unique responses.
Participant’s comments sometime refer to specific locations however many participants made
comments that relate to the whole of the Bass Coast. Location-specific comments are also
discussed in section 4.7.
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4.1 Natural environments
Feedback relating to the natural environments was collected through green coloured cards
during the open houses, visual representation on an online map, and via online questions:
‘What natural environmental features do you value the most?’; ‘Do you think there are any
threats to these natural environmental features?; and ‘How can we better protect these natural
environmental features?’. Responses included:
•

164 comments face-to-face

•

219 comments online

•

200 mapped online pins.

Values
The characteristics that were most valued by participants were beaches, wildlife and vegetation.
(see Error! Reference source not found.6).
When discussing beaches participants said that they most valued the coastal walks, cliff faces
and coastline. Participants often referred to the beautiful beaches, rocky foreshore, sand dunes,
rock ledges with rock pools, and the way in which the scrub and farmland connect.
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The natural state of the coastline was mentioned, with comments focusing on how it is not built
up or commercialised, impacting on the natural character and environment.
Comments on values of Bass Coast also focused on vegetation and wildlife. Many comments
focused on the value of the native vegetation and mature trees that support wildlife and provide
a sense of peace. Participants said they valued the wildlife corridors, remnant environments and
green breaks between townships that support wildlife. Hooded Plovers were frequently
mentioned as well as the marine life, seabirds such as fairy penguins and wildlife including
koalas, kangaroos, wombats and echidnas.
Participants also said they valued the natural landscapes, including the uninterrupted coastal
views, the wetlands, mangroves and dark night skies for stargazing.
“We value the natural environment of Phillip Island, in particular its beaches, and native flora and fauna.
The natural environment is unique and should be preserved.”
“All of the beaches, wetlands, dunes and bushland of Bass Coast are extremely important and precious.
The Ramsar wetlands of Western Port. All of the Phillip Island Nature Parks areas on Phillip Island are
extremely highly valued.”
“I value the unspoiled beauty of many of the areas such as the cliffs of Corinella, the mangroves of
Grantville area, the rugged sea scapes of Kilcunda to Wonthaggi, the various wetlands throughout the
region including the vista of Churchill Island, the surf beaches of Phillip Island and the inlet and beaches of
Inverloch and Cape Paterson.”
“The golden coastal cliffs, sand dunes, rugged waves and clean sandy beaches.”

Ocean

12

Township character

12

Views

24

Recreation

24

Untouched environments

26

Parks

29

Wetlands

54

Natural landscapes

76

Vegetation

114

Wildlife

117

Beaches

170

0
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40

60

80

100

120

140

160

180

Figure 6: Natural environmental values comments by theme (n=694)
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Threats
Overdevelopment was overwhelmingly cited as the main threat to the identified values of Bass
Coast (Figure 77). Participants commented on inappropriate development which was often
described as inappropriate housing subdivisions, particularly small blocks of land. Comments
focused on the perception that new developments were being approved and having a direct
effect to the overcrowding of natural spaces.
There was concern that developers often do not see the value of the environment and
subdividing the land was displacing wildlife and reducing habitat, especially trees which was
causing muddy inflow into Westernport Bay. For example, concerns were raised about new
developments bordering on a creek, salt marsh, mangrove and/or inlet. There was also concern
about the poorly designed aspects of newer estates with comments highlighting that they lack
walking and cycling paths and access to towns.
Participants also mentioned increased population and planning controls as threats to what they
valued. Participants often cited a lack of planning coupled with increased population pressures
as key threats. It was thought that increased human activity is creating more traffic, dogs and
wildcats that is endangering the local wildlife. The speed limit was frequently referred to as
having a significant impact on the deaths of local wildlife. There was also mention of the
increased visitor population with participants expressing concern that there are not adequate
facilities to mitigate the impacts.
Participants were concerned with the effects of climate change, particularly erosion, pollution
and biodiversity loss. Comments focused on the erosion of the coastline and beaches due to
weather, climate change and increased population. There was also concern that the coastal
erosion is having a huge detrimental impact on the local bird life and vegetation. Comments
highlighted pollution, specifically plastic waste as a major threat to the Bass Coast with
participants often highlighting that all waterways lead to the sea.
“Development, specifically the wilful damage done by developers in the construction phase. Clear-felling
destroys unnecessarily and any replanting cannot replace the aged vegetation and biodiversity originally
present.”
“Our thirst for development and ignorance of the impact we have on the destruction of the natural
environment, and our unwillingness to maintain a balance of the natural environment. There has been a
failure to adequately control development by humans.”
“Climate change, over development and inadequate infrastructure to support the tourism and short-term
influx of visitors.”
“Natural erosion of the sand dunes and cliffs and more and more people climbing up the sand dunes
despite the notices. More people using the beaches, parking their cars on the roads as well as in the car
parks, extra rubbish left behind.”
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Figure 7: Natural environmental threats comments by theme (n=536)

Protection
To protect elements of the natural environment, participants mostly suggested habitat
protection, planning mechanisms and policy (Figure 88).
Participants who frequently mentioned protecting habitats, suggested that this could be done by
planting more native vegetation and undertaking urgent remedial work to address coastal
erosion and protecting areas of the foreshore, wetlands and forest from disruption due to
development and over visitation. Participants suggested protecting the ocean and other
waterbodies from waste, urban and agricultural run-off and industrial pollution. Suggestions also
included protecting the existing natural habitat by creating vegetation corridors that link natural
habitat; and reducing speed limits and creating safe road crossover points for wildlife.
Controlling feral and domestic animals was also mentioned.
Participants cited planning mechanisms including policy initiatives to protect what they value in
the Bass Coast. Comments focused on having a strategic plan to ensure that more significant
habitat areas are maintained and protected as well as limiting the expansion of town
boundaries. It was felt that expert and thoughtful town planning is needed to ensure there is a
deep understanding as to how new development will affect the environment, tourism and local
agriculture. Participants suggested limiting township expansion to specific areas and ensuring
that revegetation and wildlife corridors and green spaces were included in new estates.
Regarding new developments, participants said that ‘good planning’ is required, which was
often considered as residential lots that have space to grow plants and vegetables with urban
design that includes appropriate water management.
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“Support the Marine Coastal Park with more planting of indigenous species of plants and develop well
planned access paths, enforce marine protection laws and environmental laws. Monitor erosion and
provide adequate signage identifying fragility of environment.”
“Sympathetic sustainable developments that build communities, not fences.”
“Stop inappropriate development make house block sizes a minimum 1000 square meters to stop
overcrowding and keep as much old growth vegetation.”
“Appropriate planning controls and not permitting the coast to be overrun by developments, which will bring
more people, remove vegetation, and scare off the birds and wildlife.”

Partnerships

10

Control visitor numbers

18

Educate

23

Maintenance

28

Regulation

42

Provision of additional infrastructure

56

Limit development
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Policy
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Planning mechanisms
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Figure 8: Natural environmental protect comments by theme (n=650)
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4.2 Landscapes and scenic views
Feedback relating to landscapes and scenic views was collected through yellow coloured cards
during open houses, visual representation via an online map, and via online questions: ‘What
landscape and scenic views do you value the most?’; ‘Do you think there are any threats to
these landscape and scenic views?; and ‘How can we better protect these landscape and
scenic views?’. Responses included:
•

121 comments face-to-face

•

218 comments online

•

65 mapped online pins.

Values
Of the valued landscapes and scenic views, participants again said they most valued beaches
(Figure 9). Participants frequently commented on rock platforms and formations such as Eagle’s
Nest. Participants also mentioned the connection of beaches and cliff faces, as well as the
views of beaches connecting with farmlands, rural landscapes and rolling hills.
Participants often commented on natural landscapes as being highly valued, commenting that
the pristine nature needs be protected including the bush and woodlands. Many participants
also commented on the rolling hills and rural landscapes, however some participants contested
that though they appreciate the beauty of the hills, it is not a natural state. Many participants
who commented on bushland and vegetation, spoke of the potential for vegetative recovery and
revegetation. Many also appreciated wildlife and birdlife as an important feature of the natural
landscape.
Participants also frequently commented on views more generally, including the views from their
homes. Participants commented on the views as visual enjoyment and linked views to
recreation, such as dining with beach views, and walking whilst admiring the beauty of beaches,
rural landscapes, animals and the coastline.
“Walking around the headland from the Bay Beach at Cape Paterson, along 1st and 2nd surf beaches at
sunset is just beautiful and so far, totally unspoiled along the ridge line where pasture meets the coast line.”
“My favourite view, from the top of Townsend’s Bluff looking up and down Anderson’s Inlet. In particular
looking towards Eagles Nest Rock.”
“Always the natural attractions for me and whilst the ‘hills’ can be stunning at times, these are far from what
was natural. The seascapes and coastline will hopefully always be stunning.”
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Figure 9: Landscapes and scenic views values comments by theme (n=614)

Threats
Participants most frequently identified overdevelopment as a threat to valued landscapes and
scenic views (Figure 10). Many participants identified specific buildings as a ‘visual intrusion’ on
a landscape. Some participants who commented on the threat of overdevelopment commented
on large scale development and high-rise development. Most participants specified residential
development as the greatest threat, though some commented that resorts or development for
visitors was also a threat. Development close to the foreshore was also identified as a threat,
and participants often commented on loss of vegetation and biodiversity loss.
Many participants commented that poor planning controls, or inadequate application of planning
controls was a threat. They expressed concerns about expansion of towns and subdivision of
land to allow for suburban style housing estates. They also frequently commented that
development was inappropriate for the landscape e.g. blocking valued views, incongruent
colours, materials and ensuring that trees and planting occurs.
Increasing population was also frequently noted as a threat, with participants identifying the
need for additional infrastructure to support increased population and visitors, with many
commenting on increased traffic. Some participants specifically referenced expansion of roads
to be impactful. Participants also commented on increased pollution and rubbish associated
with increased human activity.
“Too much clearing for housing estates, they clear everything, they should leave behind so many native
trees.”
“The desire to open these areas to greater human activity is counterproductive as it imposes ever greater
strains on the eco systems that once flourished here.”
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Figure 10: Landscapes and scenic views threats comments by theme (n=489)

Protection
Participants frequently commented that planning mechanisms such as maintaining zoning and
having strict settlement boundaries would help to protect valued farmland and green breaks and
valued views (Figure 11). They also frequently commented on development heights and density
controls. Though most participants expressed that planning mechanisms should serve to limit
development, some participants expressed that planning controls could be applied to achieve
more considered and suitable development in appropriate areas.
Participants commented on protecting and restoring flora and fauna habitats. Many participants
spoke of reducing clearing of vegetation for subdivisions and ensure replanting, particularly of
native vegetation. Participants also suggested allowing flora and fauna time to recover from
existing impacts or creating additional parks or reserve land to support flora and fauna
protection. Participants frequently referenced the expansion of the Bass Coast Marine and
Coastal Park.
Participants commented on policy that encouraged maintenance of landscapes, including
funding for regeneration works and of volunteer groups who already care for these landscapes.
One participant suggested a ‘shire wide Tidy Towns’ approach to landscape care. Participants
also frequently cited the need for policy around fire hazards and fire prevention, and speed and
traffic management.
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“Restrict the current town boundaries to the existing limits. Planning decisions that value these views. Do
not allow future major infrastructure, caravan parks, resorts etc. in key landscape areas with scenic views.”
“Provide opportunities for housing in locations where people want to be but in well planned townships that
can accommodate expansion without impacting on the coastline or significant view lines.”
“We need massive replanting of the Island, where farmland is converted into subdivisions especially. They
look like Legoland. Each new subdivision should ONLY be allowed to plant indigenous trees and tall
shrubs.”
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Figure 11: Landscapes and scenic views protect comments by theme (n=482)
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4.3 Cultural and heritage
Feedback relating to cultural and heritage was collected through orange coloured cards during
open houses, visual representation on an online map, and via online questions: ‘Which cultural
and heritage sites do you value the most?’; ‘Do you think there are any threats to these cultural
and heritage sites?; and ‘How can we better protect these cultural and heritage sites?’.
Responses included:
•

74 comments face-to-face

•

219 comments online

•

40 mapped online pins.

Values
Aboriginal heritage and history were the most frequently cited cultural and heritage values noted
by participants (Figure 12). Participants cited that they valued sites that were sacred or
culturally significant to the Bunurong people. People frequently referenced sites with middens
and artefacts, burial sites and scar trees. Some participants identified known sites but
commented that more could be done to make these sites and the culture better known.
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Participants also commented on the settlement history of the area, particularly noting the
explorer history in the area which pre-dates Melbourne. Participants also frequently noted
Corinella Pier, Churchill Island, Newhaven Boys’ home, the railway history, Bourne Creek
Trestle Bridge and coal tramway, the mining and industrial history, and chicory kiln. Many
participants also commented on dinosaur fossils.
Participants also remarked that they valued the quiet, waterside township characteristics, old
buildings, old farmhouses and other structures from farming activity.
“I know that the Bunurong people have many significant cultural areas in our region, and I am also aware of
the paleontological significance of the Inverloch coastline, but I am ashamed to say that I am not really
aware of the Bunurong people's sites. Aboriginal history is something that we all more aware of, and the
tourism industry could go a long way to assisting in this.”
“We need to preserve sites which are associated with the coal mining and railway history of the area. The
dinosaur fossils and the history of their discovery needs to be protected as well.”
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Figure 12: Cultural and heritage values comments by theme (n=332)

Threats
Overdevelopment was the threat to cultural and heritage values most commonly referred to by
participants (Figure 13). They frequently noted threats to sites of both Aboriginal and European
historical value, noting that development pressures could lead to the demolition of historic
buildings and destruction of sacred sites. Participants also noted that increased development
and site clearing was leading to increased exposure and erosion of sacred sites. Some
participants noted the impacts of overdevelopment as a threat to the small-town identity of
coastal townships, the threat of urbanisation, increased subdivision and density, and the
changing aesthetic qualities with increasing use of “new age materials”.
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When participants discussed overdevelopment, they often cited a lack of or insufficient planning
response and controls as a threat to valued sites. Participants connected a lack of planning
control to loss of trees, destruction of heritage buildings due to lack of heritage protection, and
lack of controls to prevent development encroachment on beaches.
Participants often suggested that lack of education, of both of visitors and locals, increases the
risk of damage to sites of cultural or heritage significance. They noted that many sites were not
identified, and there was a lack of research undertaken to identify significant sites. Some
participants expressed concern that sites of significance could be damaged before they are
identified as significant.
Participants also cited increased population and tourism as a threat, noting that access to
valued sites was not adequately controlled and that increased population/visitation led to
trampling of bushland, increased vandalism, and rubbish.

“Our society is moving too fast to appreciate the past, we are becoming all about development, more
people equal more revenue and the past only matters to too few.”
“The most dangerous threats to these sites are the lack of knowledge about where they are and what their
significance is or was to the local inhabitants (Aboriginal and European).”
“Over visitation is a real threat with removal of rocks and objects of significance, loss of value of the
indigenous history, for many no awareness of the indigenous connection or history of the different areas.”
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Figure 13: Cultural and heritage threats comments by theme (n=267)
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Protection
Participants most frequently identified increased education, for both tourists and locals, as the
means of protection for cultural and heritage sites (Figure 14). They suggested that more
research of significant sites should be undertaken, more information provided to the public, and
increased education of history in schools. Many participants also suggested the need for more
signage to identify and celebrate significant sites. Some participants suggested that increasing
local celebration of valued sites would help to educate people of their significance.
Habitat protection was also frequently cited as necessary for protection of cultural and heritage
sites, particularly suggesting the need for increased protection of natural sites, and appropriate
vegetation or revegetation of areas that have been developed or already suffered human
impacts. Participants also suggested the need for habitat protection around walking tracks and
suggested the possibility of exclusion zones to prevent human impacts. Several participants
made mention of the potential of the Marine and Coastal Park to promote habitat protection and
provide information about local heritage and cultural values.
Participants suggested that planning mechanisms could better support protection, including
declaration of old cottages as heritage protected, establishment of settlement boundaries and
preservation of greenbelts to prevent urban sprawl. Promotion of sensitive or appropriate
development and protection of the small-town feel was also suggested. Participants frequently
cited the need for better controls over large estate developments.
“More information out there. I know of heaps of wetlands, heathlands and other reserves. I know
embarrassingly little about the cultural sites”
“Increase awareness, create grants at local, state and federal government levels to protect them and to
increase education programs to appreciate them.”
“Designated Marine and Coastal park with education into cultural and heritage significance in the area.”
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Figure 14: Cultural and heritage protect comments by theme (n=354)
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4.4 Townships
Feedback relating to the townships was collected through blue coloured cards during open
houses, visual representation on an online map, and via online questions ‘What township
characteristics do you value the most?’; ‘Do you think there are any threats to these township
characteristics?’; and ‘How can we better protect these township characteristics?’. Responses
included:
•

154 comments face-to-face

•

220 comments online

•

39 mapped online pins.

Values
The participants mostly valued the small township character throughout the Bass Coast
because the towns are relaxed and provide a village feel (Figure 15). Easy access to open
space, amenity and facilities was also mentioned. People highly valued the community feel of
the townships, where people are all friendly and strong community connections are evident.
Neighbours are caring and people support each other when needed, either individually or
through the many volunteer groups that exist. The fact that local communities and visitors alike
are supported by a few strong local businesses was also valued.
Limited development, with low rise and low density was highly valued. The mix of housing
should be well thought out and planned to ensure sustainable growth however it was suggested
that this should occur within the township boundaries with growth directed inland and not along
the coast. Space between towns was valued with activity occurring in distinct town centres.
The natural landscapes and native vegetation of the townships were also highly valued. In
particular the green spaces and trees were mentioned as well as the closeness of the townships
to the beaches, walks, views and trails.
“I love the fact that the townships are still retained within their own unique boundary lines. This and the
green wedges between these townships are crucial to the ongoing beauty of the island. These boundaries
also help to ensure that overdevelopment does not occur in the future. We don’t want to look like
Torquay!!”
“The fact that so many of the townships have a smallish and contained feel. They are bounded by natural
features like coast, bush, creeks or farmland.”
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Figure 15: Townships values comments by theme (n=494)

Threats
Participants highlighted overdevelopment, planning response and controls, infrastructure
constraints as the greatest threats to townships (Figure 16). When discussing overdevelopment
participants mentioned the removal of trees, too much inappropriate housing and subdivisions,
extending housing outside existing town boundaries, and loss of character and identity, as the
key threats to what is valued.
When discussing planning responses and controls participants mentioned the lack of protection
for remnant vegetation, heritage properties, town boundaries and township character. A few
commented that new development should not occur anywhere other than in Wonthaggi.
Participants felt that inadequate infrastructure such as parks, traffic and transport infrastructure
is a key threat and that existing infrastructure is not meeting current needs and will continue to
be under pressure without an increase in population.
“They are threatened by the excessive growth promised by development of the area North of Seaward
Drive, with large numbers of extra houses planned, but no extra recreational facilities or other
infrastructure, e.g. parking, being planned to go with it.
The existing infrastructure is adequate only for the existing population, and would be strained by the
addition of extra people, even within the existing developed areas - many blocks of land within the existing
boundaries are not yet built on and may add to the pressure on existing infrastructure”
“Yes - too much 'redevelopment' with contemporary architecture - although some is necessary if urban
sprawl is to be prevented. Also - too many people are too keen to chop down trees.”
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Figure 16: Townships threats comments by theme (n=474)

Protection
Planning mechanisms was mentioned the most in relation to what is needed to protect township
values along with limiting development and policy development (Figure 17). When discussing
planning mechanisms participants wanted to see better planning and heritage controls,
definition of specific township character, and to retain existing township boundaries. Height
restrictions and planning for sustainable growth in designated locations such as Wonthaggi
were also mentioned.
When discussing limiting development participants mentioned the need for protecting the village
feel of towns and reducing housing sprawl. Participants felt it was important to protect the
natural environment and limiting tourist development. This included reducing the introduction of
large shopping centres and large business development. Participants would like to maintain a
sense of separateness between each of the small towns.
Participants suggested applying green wedges, creating legislation to define exactly what can
and cannot happen to ensure appropriate urban development as possible policy responses.
“Make statutory regulations on height and planting, open space and community facilities.”
“The protection of the potential that these townships have to provide a quality residential lifestyle for a
greater number of people requires good planning.”
“- Limit or reject town expansion which should only take place in Wonthaggi
- The existing commercial businesses such as the Tavern and General Store are sufficient for the existing
population however, town boundary expansion will lead to infrastructure stress and hence, alter the existing
town character”
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Figure 17: Townships protect comments by theme (n=466)

4.5 Economic areas
Responses relating to economic areas were collected through red coloured cards during open
houses, visual representation on an online map, and via an online survey through the questions
‘What areas of economic prosperity do you value the most?’; ‘What do you believe are the
threats to these areas of economic prosperity?’; and ‘How can we better protect these areas of
economic prosperity?’. Responses included:
•

102 comments face-to-face

•

220 comments online

•

24 mapped online pins.

Values
Participants most frequently mentioned tourism as an economic prosperity they value the most
in the Bass Coast region (Figure 18). Comments highlighted that tourism was a very important
element for the region, particularly to keep young people in the townships. Participants often
spoke about having environmentally considered, sustainable and appropriate tourism but did
not necessarily mention examples.
Participants highlighted farms and farmland as an economic prosperity they value the most in
the region. Agriculture was linked closely with tourism with participants stating it ensures
economic benefits for the entire community and is a tourism drawcard. Wineries and farmers
markets were often mentioned. Participants commented on the reduction in agricultural land,
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with many firmly believing that this land is valued as it provides food and to sustain the
economic prosperity of the region.
Other elements of economic prosperity mentioned included retail and shopping and the
characteristics of the townships. Participants mentioned the local traders as well as the diversity
and vibrancy of Inverloch shops, the town centre in Cowes, the retail in Wonthaggi.
“Tourism – 39 per cent of the Phillip Island economy is reliant on the visitor economy. The Phillip Island
and San Remo Visitor Economy Strategy is the most important document to execute for this region.”
“Tourism. Without it, the Island would not be as viable for living.”
“Tourism. People visit here from all over the world to visit our unique wildlife, so we need to do more to
protect them by leaving their habitat, having wildlife corridors and signage.”
“Agriculture is part of the Bass Coast's heritage. Stop selling farmland for housing.”
“I do believe farming land needs to be protected because farming provides our food security and keeps our
country safe.”
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Figure 18: Economic areas values comments by theme (n=407)

Threats
Participants frequently mentioned planning response and controls as a threat to the things they
value in the Bass Coast (Figure 19). Participants commented on overuse of the land,
inappropriate land use and inappropriate development often citing that new residential
development is built too close and on lots that are too small creating poor housing outcomes.
There was concern this was impacting negative changes to township character.
Participants spoke about inadequate infrastructure to support the growth in tourism and
permanent residents. Specific threats mentioned included poor maintenance of local roads and
congestion around peak periods meaning that getting on or off Phillip Island is a huge traffic
jam.
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Overdevelopment was often cited as a key threat to what people value in the region, particularly
the threats to agriculture and farming land. Participants were concerned that fertile farming land
is being lost for housing developments.
“A lack of future vision of what 'could be' with good forward planning and zoning.”
“Potentially rezoning of farmland, not protecting sensitive wildlife areas and eco systems from mass
visitation with no facilities and infrastructure in place. For example, at the whale festival there are too many
cars and people parking in protected vegetation.”
“Residential development is a threat to farming if it continues to creep onto rural land.”
“There will be pressure to create more housing which in turn makes it more viable for farmers to sell land.”
“Development of any more green space on Phillip Island is endangering more wildlife areas.”
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Figure 19: Economic areas threats comments by theme (n=308)

Protection
To protect what they value, participants often cited planning mechanisms, in particular to
protecting agricultural and farming land (Figure 20). Some suggestions for planning
mechanisms included strict rural zone controls, retaining the existing settlement boundaries and
allowing new housing developments only in areas designated as high growth. Participants
suggested keeping the townships ‘country feel’ through small scale sensitive development and
having height limits on developments to two to three storeys.
Participants also spoke about policy to protect the environment and habitat and to also support
local farmers to do the same.
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“Carefully settled arrangements where each area has a role to play in complement to a regional growth
plan.”
“Housing is necessary to accommodate the growing population but where possible use or consider land
areas of poor agricultural quality primarily for housing purposes and protect good quality land for
agricultural purposes rather than for housing.”
“Ensure all planning regulations, local government vision and plans are based around the core issue being
to protect the natural environment.”
“More support is required for the farmers to help them manage their land and on many levels, such as pest
control and adapting to climate change. They need support to make the necessary changes and restore
the environmental balance, which benefits everyone and the natural wildlife.”
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4.6 Future aspirations for the Bass Coast
We asked participants to define their future aspirations for Bass Coast. A total of 107
participants responded to the question ‘What do you want the Bass Coast to be like in the
future? Consider what you love most about this place, what it looks and feels like. Responses
included:
•

29 face-to-face vision statements

•

78 online vision statements.

The following key themes emerged through the responses:
•

natural environment

•

farmland and food production

•

townships

•

economic sustainability

•

community.

Natural environment
Many participants held aspirations for the natural environment (vegetation, wildlife, and marine
environment and marine life) in their vision of the future, noting that the natural environment had
attracted them to live in the Bass Coast. Participants often envisioned a future that was clean,
green and pristine, a place where the current environment was maintained or even improved
with re-vegetation and renewal of habitats. Many participants spoke of improved habitats for
wildlife, the joy they felt in viewing wildlife which continued to thrive and spoke of improved
biodiversity because the landscape was protected and allowed to recover from human impacts.
Most participants spoke of how they valued the coastline, including beaches for swimming and
surfing, the cliffs, sand dunes and clean waters. Other aspirations focused on the vegetation,
bushlands, coastal vegetation and thriving wetlands. Many participants imagined that legislation
would protect the environment in the future, mentioning increased natural reserve land,
protected trees, whilst noting the Ramsar listed wetlands and UNESCO listed biosphere
reserves in Western Port.
Some participants imagined enhanced environmental sustainability, and dreamed of a pollution
free, carbon neutral Bass Coast. They noted increased use of solar energy, a decrease in car
usage, and an increase in active and public transport to better connect towns.

Farmland and food production
Participants spoke highly of the connection of the Bass Coast townships to the surrounding
farmland, noting the importance of the countryside, or rural landscapes. Participants hoped that
the farmland would be protected from encroaching development, and that farming would be
sustainable, both economically and environmentally and continue to be viable into the future.
Participants made mention of farming families as part of the community.
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Some participants imagined a future where local produce and sustainable food was better
showcased to visitors.

Townships
Participants imagined a future where their townships continued to have a strong connection to
the coastline, bushland and rural landscapes. They spoke of their towns continuing to be small
villages throughout the ‘rural hinterland’. Many spoke of preserving each unique towns’ identity,
culture and heritage.
Many participants imagined that legislation would help to secure town boundaries and
consolidate development in order to conserve nature and the coastline. The future of Bass
Coast is not like a city, not suburban, but townships that merge with the environment.
Participants envisioned that appropriate growth areas would be defined and well planned, and
that sensitive land and coastlines would not be subject to development.

Economic sustainability
Some participants imagined a future Bass Coast that is exactly as it is now, with little to no
further growth in development, populations or visitation. However, many envisioned that the
future Bass Coast would see some development that was mindful of environmental
sustainability. Some participants suggested future growth in eco-tourism and eco resorts, which
could both support tourism economic growth while preserving the landscape. Many linked the
ongoing preservation of the natural environment and wildlife to the success of the tourism
industry. Some participants imagined that tourism would be better managed in the future so as
not to impact on the local lifestyle.
Other participants believed that future growth could be accepted and beneficial if the small-town
feel was preserved. Overall participants wanted town boundaries to be maintained, however
some imagined higher density towns with thriving businesses, affordable housing, job
opportunities for future generations, and revitalisation of abandoned buildings. Participants
longed for a future that finds balance between environment and economy.

Community
Many participants spoke of the friendliness of the communities within their towns, their long-time
connection to the Bass Coast and a shared connection to the land, and how they hoped that
this sense of community and care for the land would continue. Many participants spoke of
having familial attachment to the Bass Coast, and valued interaction with other families and
friends, and the connection between younger and older people. Participants talked about
connecting with their community through activities such as enjoying the arts and creative
endeavours, walking and bush walking, cycling, and mountain biking. They imagined these
activities would be better supported by appropriate infrastructure and services in the future.
Participants also imagined a Bass Coast that was not exclusive, that welcomed people from
diverse backgrounds and financial means. They imagined improved community services, such
as hospitals, and accessible facilities and activities for people of all abilities.
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“I won’t be around then, but I would wish for an environment that’s at least as good or preferably better
than it currently is.”
“I would like to see San Remo maintain its pristine coastal marine village atmosphere which has been
lost in many parts of Australia.”
“I want there to be a farming community here in the future”
“to be a vibrant coastal town full of heritage but not stuck in the past.”
“I would love Bass Coast to be valued for its connection to the natural environment. I love the
kangaroos on the golf course and in the wetlands in Wonthaggi.”
“the ease of moving by foot between the two (town & bush) that most inspires me about the region.”
“I love the natural environment and being part of a wonderful dynamic and caring community, a
community that respects and honours our First Nations peoples and one that continues to work
towards a sustainable future for all residents; human, flora & fauna”
“Lifestyle and affordability. I don't want Bass Coast to turn into a Lorne or Portsea where only a small
percentage of the population can afford a property due to limited land supply which in turn leads to
higher prices and unaffordability.”
“I hope this initiative saves the wild and beautiful Bass Coast from extinction.”
“If we enact strong regulatory planning and preservation laws that cannot be overturned on the whim of
politicians, councils or governments we stand a chance of keeping what we have.”
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4.7 Location specific findings
Mapping activities were available at open houses as an engagement tool (physical maps with
colour coded numbered dots that correspond with the colour coded cards, and annotations),
and online pins. A screenshot of dots mapped and online pins for each discussion theme is
shown in Figures 20-24.

Figure 21: Participant mapping related to Natural Environments
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Figure 22: Participant mapping related to Landscapes and Scenic Views

Figure 23: Participant mapping related to Culture and Heritage Sites
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Figure 24: Participant mapping related to Townships and Settlements

Figure 25: Participant mapping related to Areas of Economic Prosperity
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A summary of references made to particular locations is provided in Table 6Table 6: Summary
of location specific comments from participants in order of frequency mentioned.
Table 6: Summary of location specific comments from participants in order of frequency
mentioned
Location

Summary

Quote

Cape Paterson

Cape Paterson was referenced in 129
comments. Participants mostly valued the
beaches, township character, views and
community feel.

“Cape Paterson is a
small but integrated
township. All existing
houses are close to the
Bay and Surf Beaches,
as well as to the "town
centre" with its Tavern,
shops and café.

Participants commonly referenced the following
local landmarks and areas:
•

first and second surf beaches

•

sand dunes

•

rocky coastline/rock platforms

•

coastline views

•

sites of Aboriginal significance

•

dinosaur fossils

•

coastal road between Cape Paterson
and Inverloch.

The biggest threats to values are
overdevelopment, increased population and
planning response and controls.
Participants felt that their values should be
protected through planning mechanisms,
limiting development and habitat protection.

Phillip Island

Phillip Island was referenced in 122 comments.
Participants mostly valued the natural
landscapes, beaches and township character.
Participants commonly referenced the following
local landmarks and areas:
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•

Philip Island Nature Park and
attractions

•

Bunurong cultural sites

•

Cape Woolamai

•

Pyramid Rock

•

Chicory Kiln

The dead-end nature of
Cape Paterson means
that traffic is not racing
through on its way to
elsewhere, so is much
less dangerous than in
many other beachside
towns.
There are excellent
community facilities parks, playgrounds,
tennis courts, a
community hall, two
lifesaving clubs to cover
the two main beaches,
and ample camping and
caravanning facilities”
“I most value the natural
environment, wildlife and
coastal areas and
beaches of Phillip Island.
It is an important
environmental distinctive
landscape and area, full
of natural habitat and
wildlife. Habitat includes
not only trees (habitat for
birds, koalas, possums
etc, but also significant
remnant coastal
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•

southern coast beaches and views
(generally)

•

Smith’s Beach

•

Berry's Beach

•

Forest Caves.

The biggest threats to values are
overdevelopment, planning response and
controls and increased population.
Participants felt that their values should be
protected through planning mechanisms,
limiting development and policy.
Several participants commented on the Phillip
Island Airport and re-development or
naturalisation of the area.

Inverloch

Inverloch was referenced in 96 comments.
Participants mostly valued the beaches, views,
township character, vegetation, community
feel, natural landscapes and recreation
options.
Participants commonly referenced the following
local landmarks and areas:
•

dinosaur fossils

•

rocky coastline and views

•

flat rocks

•

surf beach

•

coastal road between Cape Paterson
and Inverloch.

The biggest threats to values are
overdevelopment, planning response and
controls, increased population and erosion.

vegetation and important
grasslands that provide
habitat for endangered
Cape Barren Geese and
ground nesting birds
such as plovers,
wallabies, echidnas etc
and sand dunes and
wetlands important for
migratory birds like
shearewaters, and
beaches for endangered
hooded plovers. Phillip
Island has significant
landscapes with its rock
formations, caves, cliffs,
and world-renowned
beaches.”
“Inverloch is noted for its
natural beauty which
does include trees mature ones, vegetation
and wetlands and even
farmland.”
“The coastal road from
Inverloch to Cape
Paterson and the view as
you come into Kilcunda,
breathtaking!”
“The beauty of our
coastline. Everything
should be done to
maintain the specialness
of this magical place.”

Participants felt that their values should be
protected through habitat protection, provision
of additional infrastructure, planning
mechanisms and policy, and limiting
development.
Wonthaggi

Wonthaggi was referenced in 95 comments.
Participants mostly valued the township
character, natural landscapes, wetlands, and
parks.
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“The wonderful natural
biodiversity of Wonthaggi
and it's many bush land
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Participants commonly referenced the following
local landmarks and areas:
•

Rifle Range Reserve and wetlands

•

Baxter’s wetland

•

wetlands (generally)

•

heathland

•

mining heritage.

The biggest threats to values are
overdevelopment, planning response and
controls and infrastructure constraints.
Participants felt that their values should be
protected through planning mechanisms,
habitat protection, limiting development and
provision of additional infrastructure.
Participants noted that Wonthaggi was more
suitable for growth and development, as
compared to smaller surrounding townships.
They also frequently noted Wonthaggi as a
place to access social services, such as
education and healthcare.
Corinella

Corinella was referenced in 67 comments.
Participants mostly valued the township
character, beaches, wildlife, history, Aboriginal
heritage and vegetation.
Participants commonly referenced the following
local landmarks and areas:
•

pier

•

cliffs from Corinella to Coronet Bay

•

coastal vegetation and mangroves

•

Settlement Point

•

sites of Aboriginal significance.

The biggest threats to values are
overdevelopment, planning response and
controls, increased population and biodiversity
loss.
Participants felt that their values should be
protected through planning mechanisms,
habitat protection and limiting development.
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areas. It is a unique
landscape.”
“Small coastal towns, we
need to retain and grow
Wonthaggi as the hub.”
“Bunurong coastal views,
the farmland around
Wonthaggi, The Harmers
heathland.”
“Wonthaggi is
recognised as a high
growth area meeting
infrastructure needs for
the surrounding smaller
towns and villages. This
model enables the
smaller towns to retain
their distinctive
characters.”

“The rural small-town

character of Corinella”
“Corinella feels in
harmony of the natural
environment but has
been allowed to develop
inappropriately. We are
losing the natural beauty
with acres upon acres of
trees being cut down.”
“Indigenous and site of
first Victorian white
settlement. Need to
balance these and
protect for future
generations to
understand.”
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Cowes

Cowes was referenced in 66 comments.
Participants mostly valued the township
character, beaches, and vegetation.
Participants commonly referenced the following
local landmarks and areas:
•

Cowes Beach

•

Silverleaves Beach

•

north facing beaches (generally)

•

significant trees on Coghlan,
Settlement Road and Thompson
Avenue.

The biggest threats to values are
overdevelopment, planning response and
controls, commercialisation and biodiversity
loss.
Participants felt that their values should be
protected through planning mechanisms,
habitat protection and limiting development.

Coronet Bay

Coronet Bay was referenced in 57 comments.
Participants mostly valued the beaches,
vegetation, township character and natural
landscapes.
Participants commonly referenced the following
local landmarks and areas:
•

Coronet Bay Beach

•

coastal cliffs

•

unique coastal vegetation.

The biggest threats to values are
overdevelopment, planning response and
controls, and biodiversity loss.
Participants felt that their values should be
protected through planning mechanisms,
limiting development and habitat protection.
Cape
Woolamai

Cape Woolamai was referenced in 51
comments. Participants mostly valued the
natural landscapes, beaches and views.
Participants commonly referenced the following
local landmarks and areas:
•

forest caves
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“I love the feel of the
Cowes old fashioned pier
area, the eateries and
having fish and chips
sitting on the grass
watching the fabulous
sunset on a perfect
evening. What an
experience for a family,
kids chasing the
seagulls, laughing
together, that's when
memories are made. A
totally relaxing
experience for visitors
and residents alike, and
apart from the food it's all
free!”
“The magnificent north
facing Cowes and
Silverleaves beaches”
“Coronet Bay - the
foreshore, beach and
Water, as well as the
recreation reserve area
within the town”
“Area of Coronet Bay.
Corinella not being
developed. No
residential besides
existing blocks.”
“Coronet Bay Beach and
Waterviews, plus
surrounding rolling hills
and pastures”

The view from any point
of Cape Woolamai
Beach is crowned by the
rust red rocks of the
pinnacles. The view from
this point is made
significant by the long
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•

Cape Woolamai Beach and surf
culture

•

ridges and ridgeline.

The biggest threats to values are
overdevelopment, planning response and
controls and tourism.

expanse of coastline with
buildings settled into the
native vegetation. Views
to and from this
significant feature should
be protected.”

Participants felt that their values should be
protected through planning mechanisms,
habitat protection and limiting development.
San Remo

San Remo was referenced in 51 comments.
Participants mostly valued the beaches,
township character, natural landscapes and
recreation.

“The village atmosphere
of San Remo.”

Participants commonly referenced the following
local landmarks and areas:

“Events held on
foreshore at San Remo
and in the car park.”

•

Shelly Beach and Aboriginal
significance

•

foreshore parklands

•

jetty.

Participants felt that their values should be
protected through planning mechanisms and
provision of additional infrastructure and
limiting development.
Newhaven

Newhaven was referenced in 48 comments.
Participants mostly valued the, natural
landscapes, township character and wildlife.
Participants commonly referenced the following
local landmarks and areas:
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•

Newhaven Boys Home

•

Newhaven Beach

•

swamplands

“San Remo's pristine
waterways.”

“The coastal area
between Lions park and
Foots lookout at San
Remo.”

“Important grassland
habitat for ground
dwelling/ nesting wildlife
- Cape Barren Geese,
wallabies, plovers,
echidnas. Increasingly
getting squeezed out of
housing developments
and farmlands.”

The biggest threats to values are
overdevelopment, planning response and
controls and biodiversity loss.

“Historic Boys Home
should be Heritage
protected.”

Participants felt that their values should be
protected through planning mechanisms,
limiting development and habitat protection.

“Natural environment
needs to be protected
and accessed by walking
tracks.”
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4.8 Extended responses
Some resident groups, individual community members, businesses, and land managers
submitted extended responses as part of the engagement process. These responses raised a
range of concerns which are summarised in this section. Twenty submissions were received in
total. Overall, these submissions reflected many of the same themes found throughout this
phase of engagement.
Community
Ten community groups from across the Bass Coast submitted extended responses.
In addition, several individuals submitted their own extended responses. Though community
groups and individual responses often focused on their local area, they largely revolved around
some common themes. Primarily they supported the proposed declaration and highlighted what
they valued about the region or their local area, as well as what they perceived as threats and
potential options for protecting valued assets. The common themes which emerged from these
submissions were:
•

Development. Submissions often strongly opposed future subdivision of agricultural
land for housing development and instead supported “low growth” and the preservation
or reduction of existing settlement boundaries. These responses often focused on the
environmental impact of new residential development, such as storm water run-off,
native vegetation removal, disruption of wildlife corridors (especially in the non-urban
breaks between townships), and the interaction of new development with climate
change-related coastal hazards. Within this theme, some submissions asserted that
there ought to be a limit to the height and density of developments near the coastline to
protect vistas and character, as well as restrictions around locating tourism
accommodation in sensitive environmental areas. In addition, some submissions also
cited the impact that new development has on township character and already
“struggling” infrastructure as their cause for concern over increased housing
development. It should be noted that not all submissions were consistent in this
sentiment: one submission from an individual was concerned about the rising prices of
land and the cost this creates for new homebuilders, and another cited the lack of land
supply to support population growth and economic development. One submission
emphasised the need to strike a balance between tourism development and protecting
environment values.

•

Character and heritage. Many submissions stressed the need to protect Aboriginal
cultural heritage, such as the middens on Philip Island, as well as historical settlers’
sites such as original homesteads and significant trees. These sites were seen to be
under threat from development and coastal recession, with many suggesting they be
protected under planning overlays or legislation. In addition, the idea of “suitable
development” was raised, wherein submissions emphasised that large buildings
negatively impact coast scapes and rural landscapes. Some submissions felt that
character of the Bass Coast was already under threat from new developments, which
“don’t retain a coastal feel” due to being of increased density and height. Many
suggested a height limit of eight meters. In addition, some submissions expressed a
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desire to prescribe colours and materials of new developments to “reflect the character
of the coast”. Consultation with Traditional owner groups was encouraged as early as
possible and throughout the entire policy development process. Assessment of
Aboriginal values should consider historic values and ongoing cultural attachments to
Country.
•
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Environmental protection. Many submissions expressed a desire to protect and
enhance the natural landscapes of the area. Protection was sought for sensitive
environmental attributes such as wetlands, saltmarshes, mangroves, seagrass, habitat
for endangered and/or migratory birds, significant remnant paddock trees, and remnant
indigenous vegetation.
o

Native vegetation. Many submissions were concerned with the depletion and
fragmentation of native vegetation. Some felt that private landowners were
responsible for the clearing of native vegetation, either for development, views,
or under the bushfire management regulations that allow for tree removal
proximate to dwellings and boundaries. Others highlighted the impact of sea
level rise, coastal recession and recreational use on vegetation, either reducing
overall area, health or resilience or the vegetation. Often native vegetation
protection was linked to the non-urban breaks between townships and identified
as important habitats and corridors for wildlife. Particular attention was paid to
coast wetlands and estuaries and the threat that climate change poses for
these areas and the habitat they provide. Some suggestions for the protection
included extending native vegetation through the planting of indigenous
species, strengthening of regulation around removal, and the buy-back of
private land. Within this theme, many submissions mentioned the endangered
species which rely on native vegetation for habitat, such as the Orange-bellied
Parrot.

o

Beaches and dunes. Many submissions also highlighted the importance of the
beaches and dune systems, often relating their health to mitigating the impacts
of rising sea levels, and providing habitat for endangered shorebirds, such as
the Hooded Plover. Threats identified include human activity, coastal erosion
and recession, invasive weeds, and sea level rise. Tourism and housing
development were also identified as threats to sensitive coastal environments.
Some submissions suggested that a study of the coastline and dunes be
conducted to understand how best to protect these areas.

o

Climate change. Sea level rise, coastal erosion and other climate change
related hazards were commonly identified as general or widespread threats to
environmental attributes of all kinds, including inland biodiversity, as well as
sites of geomorphological significance. Many expressed a desire for a
declaration of a “climate emergency” and additional studies into how to best
protect areas under threat from the impacts of climate change.

o

Policy development. An assessment of landscape character, values and
significance was encouraged and a strengthening of overlays for landscape,
environment and vegetation. Alignment with Council policies was suggested to
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reduce duplication and ensure clarity and consistency. French Island was
specifically mentioned and suggested to be included in the declared area.
Commonly suggested methods of protection from these threats were: well-planned
access paths to the beach to reduce human impact on dunes and beaches, protect and
extend native vegetation through further planting of indigenous species and control of
invasive weeds, environmental educational signage, enforcement of existing
environmental regulations, and monitoring of coastal erosion. In addition, one
submission suggested a 100m coastal buffer wherein landowners would transfer this
land to state ownership, while another suggested a ‘user pays’ system for visitation to
sensitive landscapes.
•

Bushfire prevention. There were several submissions which raised concerns over the
threat that bushfires pose to the natural and built environment of the Bass Coast,
though most focused-on wildlife and habitat loss. Some suggested that there should be
a more proactive approach to fire management plans, such as mosaic burning.
However, there were also concerns that the current bushfire management regulations
were excessive or ‘abused’ in order to remove native vegetation and large trees (which
would have otherwise required a permit to remove). Some felt these regulations were
excessive for parts of the Bass Coast.

Overall, these submissions generally supported the Bass Coast being designated as a
Distinctive Area and Landscape. However, there were concerns over the impact this would have
on future population growth and housing development in the area. Many of these submissions
provided considerable detail to the values and threats or made specific suggestions for
protection in specific, mapped locations. Further detail can be found in the individual
submissions.
Other submissions
•

Two submissions were received from responsible public entities in Bass Coast. They
identified their key values and threats in the area, opportunities for protection, as well as
on-going projects and strategies within their organisation which should be considered
as part of the DAL process.
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5 Next steps
A recommendation regarding declaration of the Bass Coast as a DAL is expected in the second
half of 2019. Following any such the declaration, a second phase of engagement will be
undertaken to test potential policy directions and help to inform the development of the
Statement of Planning Policy. A third phase of engagement will then be undertaken to inform
the draft Statement of Planning Policy through a public submissions process. The final SPP is
expected in 2020.
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6 Engagement evaluation
A total of 46 participants completed an online engagement evaluation survey after attending an
open house event. Engagement evaluation is important in ensuring participants have a chance
to provide feedback on the engagement content and format and inform future engagements.
We asked participants to answer the following questions using a five-point Likert scale:
•

Quality of information - “How well did we present the required information?

•

Use of time - “How well did we use our time?

•

Participation - “How well did we do on making sure everyone was involved?

•

Facilitation - “How well did we describe activities and keep the event focused?”

•

Organisation - “How well was the event set up, managed and run?”

Responses - %

Overall participants were mostly satisfied with the event organisation (weighted average 3.63),
and the quality of information (weighted average 3.57). Participants were least satisfied with the
event facilitation (weighted average 3.37) (Figure 26).

Engagement evaluation survey questions
Figure 26: Engagement evaluation results
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Engagement promotion

Responses - %

We asked participants “how did you hear about the event”? Most participants were informed by
email, print media and word of mouth (Figure 27).

Figure 27: How participants were informed about the events

Session attendance

Responses - %

We asked participants, “Which session did you attend?”. The two most popular sessions
attended by the survey participants included those held in Inverloch and Cowes. The session in
Inverloch on Wednesday 24 July was the event which attracted the greatest numbers of
attendants (Figure 27).

Figure 28: Engagement evaluation survey participants session attendance by location
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Further comments
We also asked participants, “Is there anything else you’d like to add?”. A total of 33 survey
participants chose to add further comments.
•

Some participants were confused by the design and layout of the activities at the
session, indicating it took them time to understand how to participate.

•

Several participants suggested they would have preferred to begin the session with
a more formal presentation, indicating this would have allowed them to gain a better
understanding of the project and how to participate in the engagement activities.

•

A few participants expressed an interest in being kept informed with future
developments of the project and any further planned community engagement
sessions.
“A brief talk by officers explaining the process objectives and timelines would have been helpful” –
Cowes open house participant
“Thank you for this opportunity although it took a while for me to understand how I could input my
thoughts on various map places” – San Remo open house participant
“Need to know what has been decided and if any more input would be liked. Maybe another event to
show what has been approved and any other suggestions or changes can be done” – Wonthaggi open
house participant
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